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ABSTRACT
The objective of this paper is to show that for every color
space there exists an optimum skin detector scheme such
that the performance of all these skin detectors schemes is
the same. To that end, a theoretical proof is provided and
experiments are presented which show that the separability
of the skin and no skin classes is independent of the color
space chosen.
1. INTRODUCTION
Skin detection can be defined as the process of selecting
which pixels of a given image correspond to human skin.
Skin detection is useful in, for example, face detection and
face tracking for security and video indexing applications,
model-based video coding, etc. [1, 2, 3]. There are some difficulties when detecting skin pixels. Skin color is affected
by ambient light which is unknown in many situations; different cameras produce different colors, even from the same
person, under the same illumination conditions; and finally,
skin colors change from person to person. Several color
spaces have been proposed in the literature for skin detection applications. YCbCr has been widely used since the
skin pixels form a compact cluster in the Cb-Cr plane. As
YCbCr is also used in video coding and then no transcoding
is needed, this color space has been used in skin detection
applications where the video sequence is compressed [1, 2].
The HSV color space has been proposed in [4, 5] because it
is more related to human color perception. In [6] two components of the normalized RGB color space (rg) have been
proposed to minimize luminance dependence. And finally
CIE Lu*v* has been used in [7]. However, it is still not
clear which is the color space where the skin detection performance is the best. In addition, it is said many times in
the literature that the use of a specific color space improves
the performance of the skin detectors, [6, 8] which is not
exactly true. The objective of this paper is to show that for
all color spaces their corresponding optimum skin detectors
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have the same performance since the separability of the skin
and no skin classes is independent of the color space chosen. That is, the color space does not have any influence,
provided that the optimum skin detector for that color space
is used. A mathematical proof is given in section 3 and examples are provided to verify this statement in section 4.
2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
In this section some definitions are provided which are useful to proof our statement.
Definition: Let  be an image,  a pixel of the image
 and  a vector containing the values of the pixel  in
  is called a skin color
the color space  . A function
detector in  if:

   




if   is considered skin
if   is considered no skin

(1)

Definition: Given a set of images  and a skin color
detector    , the performance of    can be evaluated
with the following two parameters:
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where
is the detection rate,
is the false alarm rate
and / and 0 are the subsets of skin and non-skin pixels in
21
3
 with populations and
respectively.
Definition: A skin color detector
   is said
4 to be
optimum when it has the highest detection rate
for a
*5+
.
given fixed false alarm
3. STATEMENT

6   be an optimum skin detector defined in  and
6   be an invertible function that transforms the pixels
values   from the color space  into a vector 9 8 in a different a color space 58 , then there exists another optimum
skin detector 8   8  in  8 , with the same detection rate and
Let
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false alarm rate, given by:
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Color space
HSV
RGB
YCbCr
CbCr

 

Number
 of bins/channel

    
   

 

 

 

Table 1. Number of bins/chanel used to estimate 9  
= for each color space.
and 96 



This means that we can always find a skin color detector
with the same performace no matter the specific color space
chosen, provided that there exists an invertible transformation between the compared color spaces.
7 ; =
Proof: Since   
6,8  , the detection and false
alarm rates for 6   and 8   8  are exactly the same. If
there exists another skin detector 8 8 6, 8  in ,8 which has a
higher detection rate a new skin detector 8 8 8    in  can
be constructed:

8 8 8   

88

which would have a detection rate
wrong by hypothesis.
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8 in  , which is

4. RESULTS AND EXPERIMENTS
In order to prove the theoretical statement of the previous
section three skin detectors have been designed for the RGB,
YCbCr and HSV color spaces using the Neyman-Pearson
test [9]. To that end, the skin detection is formulated as a
classical detection problem where two hypothesis are tested.
The two possible hypothesis for the pixel values of xp are:

 

   is skin



=    is not skin

(5)

In any decision problem to make a choice implies some
costs. The Neyman-Pearson test is useful in situations where
these costs are difficult to quantify, since it works directly
with the false alarm and detection probabilities. One important property of the Neyman-Pearson test is that it is
optimum in the following sense: given a fixed false alarm
it provides the detector with the maximum detection rate.

=  be the conditional probabilLet   
 and 9  
ity density functions given the classes
and = respectively. The decision rule using the Neyman-Pearson test is
formulated as follows:
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is the likelihood ratio and is a suitable thresh
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where   
old chosen to fulfill the constraint of a fixed false alarm. In
=  have been estiour experiments   
 and 96 
mated from the normalized histograms obtained from more

 



than 200 CIF images. These images were randomly selected
from the ViBE video database [10]. One important issue in
=  is the number
" and 96 
order to estimate 9 
of bins/channel of the histograms. This number is a trade
off between poor accuracy for few bins and over-fitting for
too many bins. Table 1 shows the number of bins/channel
which have given the best results in our experiments for
each color space. Figure 1 shows the ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curves obtained for each skin detector. It can be seen that the ROC curves corresponding to
the three dimensional color spaces are practically the same.
In [11] 6822 images were used in order to estimate the conditional probabilities, however the results that they obtained
are very close to ours which proves that our dataset is representative enough. Therefore it can be seen that the performance of the optimum skin detectors is independent of the
color space. The small differences are consequence of the
quantization of the color space. One important restriction
7
is that the transformation between the color spaces   
has to be invertible. Figure 1 also shows the ROC curve
for the CbCr color space. It can be noticed that the performance is lower since the transformation from any three
dimensional color space to the bidimensional CbCr color
space is not invertible. In [12] more examples are presented
using other non-invertible color space transformations. As a
conclusion, in this paper we have proven that if an optimum
skin detector is designed for every color space, then their
performace will be the same.
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Fig. 1. ROC curves for different color spaces

